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Editorial: It's Time

Focus

by Michael CQ17011
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perceived world of the color blind, for example, is not less real than the world
experienced in full color. Or take another example: It is common knowledge
that we obseIVe as the movement of the Sun around the Earth is in fact the
revolution of the Eanh around the Sun. Due to the
limitations of our senses the scientist must rely also
on reason and the language of mathematics. Math
ematics is of course a fascinating tool. The trouble
with it is thatnumbers do not grow on trees. Einstien
put it this way: "As far as the propositions of
mathematics referto reality, they are notcertain, and
as far as they are certain, they do not referto reality."
1 He knew what he wastalking about Among other
things, he invented an entire mathematical scheme
in order to meet the requirements and implications
of the Theory of Relativity.
Physics, like all othersciences, rely onlanguage
for investigation as well as communication. In a
sense, physics is not a discipline that increasingly
approximates the ultimate understanding of nature
but the history of a specialized language talking
about nature. Physics is invented reality. 2 All its
pivotal ootions-maner, space, time am quantity
are in fact metaphors.
Thus the scientist's world is not closerto reality
than that of the artist. Many eminent thinkers,
among them Vico am Schopenhauer, placed art as
experience and knowledge on a higher ontoiogical
level than science.
Art and science are complementary symbolic
systems, both hammers and mirrors of reality.
Through them humanity interprets and sttuctures
actuality. Art is a valid and specific form of inves
tigation which offers knowledge through observa
tion, sensory experience, reason, feeling, emotion,
intuition, judgement am analysis. Unlike science,
an is concerned with the total human experience. It
addresses values and provides catharsis. Science
can help us top learn about Man, Nature and the
Universe, but it cannot answer the great and ultimate questions: Who are we?
Why are we here? What is the meaning oflife? What is the goal of the human
experience? What is the purpose ofthe universe's existence? Does God exist?
How is man related to the Cosmos as a whole? How should we exercise our
freedoms? How to live agood life? What is right and what is wrong? How can
we adjust and survive in aconstantly changing and unpredictable world? What
is the purpose of evolution? Can we bring justice, prosperity and peace to all
10

nations of the world? Neither science nor art of course can give satisfactory
answers to these vexing questions. I am very skeptical that we ever would find
out the entire truth about them.
Nevertheless, within the framework of the human
universe, in the intricate castles of the mind and the heart
we can find more than truth: Meaning, grace, faith, com
mitment, friendship and love. Truth as well as beauty
dwell in all of them. I sometimes think that through their
expanding ripples, through our interactions and con
sciousness, the universe expands and contemplates itself.
As atool ofinvestigation orthodox science is a rather
limited device. We need inclusive wisdom for better
results. As a problem solving entity inclusive wisdom
incorporates all valid forms of knowledge, including art
The search of the scientist seems to be more elusive,
fragmentary and incomplete than that of the artist when it
comes to the realm of the grand conundrums. The artist's
performanceinthis respect appears to bemore satisfactory,
surprising and stunning. The artist's universe is a totality.
A case in point is that ofEinstien. "What really interests
me ", he said, .. is whether God had any choice in the
creation of the world." He was unable to answer his
question. Now compare this with a statement of Marcel
Proust :" It has been said that the highest praise of God
consists in the denial of Him by the atheist, who finds
creation so perfect that he can dispense with a creator." 3
Under optimal conditions, the fusion of art and
science is a well-balanced, synergic process. In the 16th
century Giorgio Vasari already warned against the exag
gerated use of planning in painting. He said that even the
style of such imaginative and captivating artist as Paolo
Uccello can tum dry and angularwhenexcessive attention
is paid to perspective and minute detail
'"To narrow the definition" of 'astronomical an • or
'Space Art ' [Pulsar, Sept-Oct, 1990] might be inter
preted as an attempt to tum the emerging movement into
an uncritical and soulless servant of Scientism. What he
says about Space Art appears to be a form of scientific
illustrationism. I propose to name worKs resulting from this genre Scientific
Astronoscapes.
REFERENCES : 1 Albert Einstiell, Ideas and Opinions [New York.: Dell, 1954 ] ; p . 228
2 B7lICe Gregory, Inventing Reality: Physics as Language [New York: JOM Wiley, 1988] 3
Quoted by A. lee in Fearful Synuneuy ( New York: Col/ier, 1986] ; p. 281
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Does Your Airbrush
Make You Ornery?

Joe Tucciron€

Have you heard of the Aztec 3000-S? It's made in England and
marketed here by: Aztek, 620 Buckbee Street, Rockford, IL 61104
4891. I got mine from Dick Blick for $129. Aside from the airbrush
body itself, that price included a six foot airhose, 2 color cups, 2 nozzles
(these are self-contained needle/tip assemblies), and a few other small
parts in a work station case. The case has two non-skid foot pads that
hold it in place so the airbrush can be set in it's cradle while you scratch
your nose.
Except for some internal metal parts, the airbrush is plastic, which
makes it somewhat lighter than one of my Paasche V-I' s. The air hose
weighs only about a third as much as a braided hose, so the whole thing
sits as light as a feather. The air hose connects to the back end of the
airbrush body. which hellps keep it out of the way.
There are two holes for the color cup, one on each side of the
airbrush, so it can be used either left or right handed. A plug is pushed
into the unused hole (two plugs are supplied in the kit). The nozzles
screw in and off by hand - no wrench needed!
Clean-up is a breeze. I used to tear down and clean my V-l's after
each use. When I'm fInished with my Aztec, I just spray some solvent
through the nozzle, then twist it off, pull off the color cup, and drop both
into some solvent to soak. The airbrush body requires no cleaning or
maintenance (in fact, it's one of those "no user serviceable parts" con
traptions. The manual pretty much says "keep out!").
The only disadvantage for me is a minor one and the result of my
eclectic method of mixing my paint in the color cup. I fIrst pour in a bit
of water and then brush some liquifled acrylic paint. The color cup is
black, like the rest of the airbrush, so I have a hard time judging how
much water I've put in there!
But the paint spray is the smoothest and most consistant I've ever
seen. Each of the other airbrushes I've used had their own "personality,"
some odd quirk that made them (or me) get ornery. But the Aztec, like
an old commercial puts it, "works first time, every time."
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Hawaii Workshop Update ..... .
Well, there are still a few slots left if you want to see the eclipse in
Hawaii in July! Send your reservation now.
It has been suggested by Ron Miller that we design patches for our
workshops. The cost is minimal and would be offered to all members.
So ... put your thinking caps on 'and start designing a patch for the Hawaii
eclipse workshop! If this is a success we can go back and do ones for the
Iceland, Southwest, Death Valley, and the other Hawaii workshops!

and one more thing ............. .
More art! More art! More art! For a group of artists I don't have
much in the way of artwork to put in Pulsar. Please feel free to
submit line art or an 85 line screen half-tone. For the inside try to
keep it small (approx. 2" x 3" or smaller). For the cover it can be up
to 4" x 5 or 6". Your going to get pretty sick of Mike's and my art
all over the place.
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